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ON THE ZEROS OF CERTAIN COSINE POLYNOMIALS

A. B. MINGARELLI AND S. WANG

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. In a recent paper [The first sign change of a cosine polynomial, Proc.

Amer. Math. Soc. Ill (1991), 709-716], Zeng studies the location of the first
sign change of a cosine polynomial and thereby improves on results by Nulton

and Stolarsky [The first sign change of a cosine polynomial, Proc. Amer. Math.

Soc. 84 (1982), 55-59]. In this article we present a proof for each one of the

four conjectures announced in Zeng's aforementioned paper and also discuss

some extensions.

1. Introduction

In this note a real cosine polynomial is an expression of the form

n

(1.1) f(x) = ^2 at cos XjX
1=1

where the a,■■, i = 1, ... , n , are real and 0 < Xx < ■■ ■ < Xn , n>\.

The study of the location of the first sign change of / was the object of a

paper by Zeng [3] in which the following conjectures were presented.

Conjecture 1.1 [3, p. 714]., The first sign change of the cosine polynomial

(1.2) COS/li* + COSA2 H-r-cosA„x

belongs to (0, n/Xx).

Conjecture 1.2. The first sign change of (1.2) is a decreasing function of kx.

Note. Zeng [3] proved the validity of these conjectures for n < 4 and pointed

out that Conjecture 1.1 implies Conjecture 1.2.

Conjecture 1.3. Let ax = 1 and let a2, ... , a„ all have the same sign. Then the

first sign change of (1.1) belongs to (0, n/Xx).

Conjecture 1.4. Under the assumption of Conjecture 1.3, // f(0) > 0 (resp.

f(0) < 0), the first sign change of f(x) is a decreasing (resp. increasing) function

of h-
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Note. It is clear that Conjectures 1.3 and 1.4 contain the first two. Furthermore,

the status of these conjectures is that they are valid for n < 3 and (see [3]).

The purpose of this note is to prove Conjectures 1.3 and 1.4 (and so Con-

jectures 1.1 and 1.2) in their full generality. It is not difficult to see that the

relation between Conjectures 1.3 and 1.4 is similar to the one between the first

two conjectures, i.e., Conjecture 1.3 implies Conjecture 1.4. So the key is to

prove Conjecture 1.3. We originally used techniques drawn from Sturm theory

of second-order linear differential equations to prove Conjecture 1.1 for all suf-

ficiently large A,. The techniques used in the sequel were inspired by o.d.e.'s

but are actually independent. We conclude by giving some extensions of our

techniques to almost periodic functions of zero mean value whose Fourier rep-

resentaion is a pure cosine series with coefficients of one sign.

2. Proof of the conjectures

Without loss of generality, we can always assume that ax = 1 , a, / 0,

i = 2, ... , n. The basic idea in the proofs that follow is that (1.1) has a sign

change in (0, n/Xx) provided

(2.1) f   ' q(x)f(x)dx<0
Jo

if/(0)>0,or

(2.2) f   >g(x)f(x)dx>0
Jo

if f(0) < 0, for some continuous function q, q(x) > 0 in (0, n/Xx). We

divide the proof of the conjectures with a sequence of lemmata.

Lemma 2.1. Let a,> 0, i = 2,3, ... , n . Then the first sign change of

(2.3) f(x) = cosAiX + a2cosX2x -\-+ a„cosAnx

occurs in (0, n/kx).

Proof. By assumption, f(0) > 0. Let q(x) = sin/l^x. Then

(2.4) j*"'q(x)f(x)dx = £a,.^i-_ (i +cos0i£)) ,

as a straightforward calculation will show. It now follows that there holds (2.1),

and this completes the proof.   □

Lemma 2.2. Let a,< 0, i = 2,3, ... , n , and f(0) > 0 where f is defined as
in (2.3). Then the first sign change of f occurs in (0, n/Xx).

Proof. Since f(0) > 0, it is clear that YH=2 \ai\ < 1 ■ Furthermore, f(n/X\) <

-1 + \a2\ H-h \an\ < 0. The conclusion now follows.   D

Lemma 2.3. Let a, < 0, i = 2,3, ... , n, and f(0) < 0. Then the first sign
change of f occurs in (0, n/Xx).

Proof. This is similar to the one given in Lemma 2.1. We choose q(x) =

sinAiX, derive (2.4), and note that since f(0) < 0, f(x) cannot remain so

because the right side of (2.4) is now nonnegative.   □
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Lemma 2.4. Let a, < 0, i = 2,3,..., n, and f(0) = 0. Let X2 < Xi < • • ■ <
X„ be positive odd multiples of (a fixed) Xx. Then the first sign change of f

occurs in (0, n/Xx).

Proof. Note that /(0) = 0 implies that a2 + ■■■ + a„ = -1. Also f'(0) = 0.
Moreover,

/"(0)= -X\-a2X2-a,X2-a„X2n

(2.5) = (a2 H-h an)X\ - a2X\ - a-$X\-a„X2n

= a2(X2-X22) + --- + an(X2x-X2n).

Thus f"(0) > 0, by our assumptions, and so f(x) > 0 in a right neighborhood

of x = 0. Next f(n/Xx) = 0, f'(n/Xx) = 0 since cos(Xj7i/Xx) = -1 and
sin(Xt7i/Xx) = 0. Furthermore,

f"(n/Xx) =X\ + a2X\ + ■■■ + anX\ ,

and so by (2.5), f"(n/Xx) = -f"(0) < 0. Hence we see that f(x) is negative

in a left neighborhood of x = n/Xx . Thus f(x) changes sign in (0, n/Xx).   □

Note. It is easy to check that f(n/(2Xx)) = 0, i.e., the point x = n/(2Xx)
is a zero of / in Lemma 2.4. It also appears as if a sign change always

occurs there. The idea is that it is clear that f(2k\n/(2XX)) = 0 for k =

0,1,.... On the other hand, if f'(n/(2Xx)) ^ 0, then a sign change must

occur there. If f'(n/(2Xx)) = 0, we simply perform more differentiations.

Since / is a (complex) analytic function, there must exist an integer k for

which f(2k+x\nI(2XX)) ^ 0, and consequently / changes its sign there.

Lemma 2.5. Let a, < 0, i = 2,3, ... , n, and f(0) = 0. Then the first sign
change of f occurs in (0, n/Xx).

Proof. An earlier calculation (Lemma 2.4) shows that f'(0) = 0, f"(0) > 0,

and / is positive in some right neighborhood of x = 0 . Now f(0) = 0 if and

only if 1 + a2 H-\-a„ = Q or \a2\ -\-h \an\ = 1 . Next

/(jt/A,)<-l + |a2| + "- + |fl«l = 0,

and so f(n/Xx) < 0. If f(n/Xx) < 0, we immediately obtain the conclusion.

On the other hand, if f(n/Xx) = 0 then, by definition,

a2 cos(X2n I Xx) + ■ ■■ + an cos(A„7r/Ai) = 1.

Using the relation 1 + a2 H-h a„ = 0 we can rewrite the last display as

a2(\ + cos(X2nIXx)) -\-V an(\ + cos(Xnn/Xx)) = 0.

Since a, < 0, by assumption, and the fact that every term is of the same sign,

it follows that

1 +COS(Xj7t/Xx) = 0

for each i = 2, ... , n . Thus each X, must be a positive odd multiple of Xx .

The conclusion now follows upon an application of Lemma 2.4.   □

Theorem 2.1 (Conjecture 1.3). Let a2, ... , an all have the same sign and let

0 < Xx < ■ ■ ■ < X„ . Then the first sign change of f, defined as in (2.3), occurs in

(0,n/Xx).

Proof. This is essentially contained in the last five lemmata. Basically, the result

is proved if we can prove it for / such that a, > 0 for i = 2, ... , n (Lemma
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2.1) and for / such that a, < 0 for i = 2, ... , n. In the latter case, the result

follows provided we can show it for those / with /(0) > 0 (Lemma 2.2),

f(0) = 0 (Lemma 2.5), and /(0) < 0 (Lemma 2.3). The proof is complete.   □

Theorem 2.2 (Conjecture 1.4). Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, // f(0) >

0 (resp. f(0) < 0) then the first sign change of f is a decreasing (resp. increas-

ing) function of Xx.

Proof. It is similar to Zeng's proof [3] and we omit it.   □

3. Extensions

We refer the reader to [1] for notions regarding real (Bohr) almost periodic

functions. Let (a,-) be a real sequence and 0 < Xx < •■• < Xn < •■■ , A, —> oo

as j —> co . We assume that the Fourier series

oo

(3.1) y^a„cosX„x
n=\

converges uniformly on 7?—then it represents an even almost periodic function

of mean value equal to zero (or mean zero). Conversely, every even almost

periodic function of mean zero is the uniform limit of partial sums of a series

of the form (3.1) (Bohr approximation theorem).

Now every (nontrivial) real almost periodic function of mean zero must

change sign on 7? [1]. Hence there must be a smallest positive (and a largest

negative) sign change for said function.
Consider the function

oo

(3.2) f(x) = cosAiX + y^ancosXnX
n=2

where the a„'s either form a positive or a negative sequence and the X„'s are as

above. Under appropriate conditions on the series we see that all the lemmata

of §2 are valid in this setting and so one can prove

Theorem 3.1. Let f be an even almost periodic function of mean zero whose

Fourier representation, as given by (3.2) converges absolutely (and uniformly) on

R. If the sequence of a, '5 is of one sign, then the first positive sign change of f

occurs in (0, n/Xx).

Remark. An analog of Theorem 2.2 also exists in this setting and can be readily

formulated.
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